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Representing only the finest!
PC/ISA, PMC and VME bus industrial I/O solutions for measurement and control.
Acromag now offers many FPGA-equipped boards in a variety of configurations with a
choice of analog (A/D and D/A) or digital (TTL, RS422 differential, LVDS) I/O lines. IP
modules include: A/D/A & DIO data acquisition , control and signal conditioning.
Acromag's single board computer (SBC) and reconfigurable FPGA computing
mezzanine module solutions are ideal for embedded computer and high-performance
control systems. The Xembedded VME and cPCI SBCs provide powerful processors
such as the Intel i7 Core CPU paired with extensive I/O options for new systems and
legacy upgrades.

Sierra Cases is a leading distributor of top quality, rugged transit cases. They specialize
in protecting sensitive equipment for military, government, aerospace, and industrial
applications.
Industrial and military applications use only the best, and that’s what they sell and stock.
From small injection molded cases to large shock racks, protecting equipment in the
most demanding environments.

Verotec is a leading supplier of electronic enclosure products to a very diverse market
place. They design, manufacture and integrate a comprehensive range of standard
products including 19” racks, instrument cases, fantrays, backplanes, power supplies and
bus-based systems.
Verotec develops open-architecture products for bus-based market applications and offer
fully integrated COTS and custom chassis in standard platforms such as VME64x,
OpenVPX and CompactPCI.
MWIR & LWIR Infrared Lenses, Multichannel separation prisms, Medical imaging
optics, Tattile Digital Cameras, Custom CMOS line and area scan sensors, Foveon full
color CMOS sensors, Quest Multispectral cameras, Dichroic and complex filters,
embedded microscope subsystems.
Device independent frame grabbers, software development tools, real-time vision
processors and integrated imaging platforms for machine vision, medical imaging,
general image analysis, video surveillance and frame grabbing applications.

Optec produces a wide range of SWIR, V-SWIR, X-RAY and VIS Lenses as well as
multichannel cameras, LASER systems and SPACE qualified lens systems . The Optec
SWIR lineup covers all the range of focal lengths, from the smallest 16mm wide-angles,
to super-telephotos focal length of 1000mm. Optec is able to provide custom bayonets
mounts upon customer request. Customer can select the version that best suits his needs
on Optec’s Catalog or inquire for a special customized version that will meet their exact
requirements.

Xenics offers cameras, OEM modules and detector arrays covering the most active IR
wavelength areas from 0.4 up to 14 micrometer. Supplied as line-scan as well as twodimensional devices. Xenics also delivers custom detectors, infrared cameras or electrooptic instrumentation solutions.

